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In reviewing RBKA's busy 12 months from October 2020 to the end of September this year, I 

realised that technically there is no Reigate Honey Show to comment upon!  The 2020 event had 

been brought forward into September to secure the services of Judges Bill Fisher and Sue Carter; 

whilst the 2021 event reverted to its usual October time slot.   

Hence, since I omitted to mention it in my 2019/2020 report; belated congratulations and thanks to 

all who participated and helped with the 2019 Honey Show in Dorking. Later in this report I will 

provide more than a passing mention of the Surrey Honey Show we hosted during September this 

year, and I can hardly fail to make some reference to notable aspects of this October's Reigate and 

NHS shows. 

The Year at Henfold 

I would say that despite all the Covid fears, lockdown issues and unfolding disruptions to everyone's 

social and Christmas plans, we entered into our 2020/21 Winter season in good shape. Our increasingly 

accomplished weekly use of online Zoom conferencing facilities during the preceding Summer 

continued, albeit only monthly, through October to March. They included celebrity contributions from 

Jamie Ellis, live from Florida, and Celia Davis; as well as enabling the 2020 AGM and Trophy & 

Certificate award announcements, if not actual presentations, to be conducted virtually ... and safely well 

attended. Huge thanks and credit to Jim Wynn for organising, scheduling booking and running our 

online programs as well as the actual training programmes at the apiary. There is a massive amount of 

work that goes on behind the scene to enable members to simply click on a link or turn up at the apiary to 

participate in activities.  

The commencement of this year's Winter Theory course was postponed, but eventually successfully 

condensed into a set of Zoom talks provided by David Rudland during March and April.  

Anticipation grew that members would be able to return to Henfold for training at some point during the 

summer. In preparation, Karen and Simon Ford, together with small numbers of socially distanced 

helpers, were able to role out the new 'Ambrose' donated equipment.  

And when a return in number was not possible by April, pioneering (for us mere mortals) effort was put 

into bringing live and 'nearly' live hive inspections from Henfold to the rest of us seated in front of our 

screens at home ... in the warm. Thanks to our Hive Presenters Adam Lietch and Vince Gallo, and to the 

Henfold Outside Broadcast team of Jim Wynn, Colin Clement, Mike Hill and Karen Ford, driving the 

IT, cameras, microphones and lights.    

With the first easing of lockdown rules during late May, the Basic Assessment Study Group was also 

able to gather round absolutely pristine hives attended by Hive Tutors for practical coaching on 

Wednesdays. The group had already been participating in online discussions for seven weeks via Zoom 

each Monday under the supervision of Colin Clement, This combination of mentoring resource proved to 

be very successful, with all 15 candidates passing the Basic, 8 with Credits and 5 with Distinctions. Well 

done to candidates, tutors and supervisors alike. 

By late June, with the gates finally able to be (cautiously) thrown open to all members, it was delightful 

to be able to see and welcome more members to Henfold again. Especially those that had not necessarily 

appeared on or been regular participants of the online meetings. Many were simply content to take in the 

splendid view from the pavilion of the new hives set in the pristine grounds and to chat with others over 



tea & biscuits. I recall one such meeting early on, when coaxing was required to get suited to attend hives 

in need of inspection.  And we were finally able to provide hive-side time for our Beginners, not just 

from this years Winter Course, but from last years. 

The Taster Day was also able to be held this July, as usual. The program, managed by Colin Clement, 

was well received by the 20 participants managed by Gill Simpson, with the 'managed swarm' demo by 

Vince Gallo providing a particularly memorable interlude between presentations. 

During the year, we have seen the passing of four long serving members, each notable in their own ways. 

Audrey Gill was a founder and early driver of RBKA's education programme, as well as being highly 

influential throughout Surrey and beyond. Tom Moremon enjoyed introducing beginners to the craft of 

beekeeping and spent several years as a hive tutor. Eddie Webster brought his no-nonsense approach to 

beekeeping to many, established RBKA's methodology of Swarm Collection, and was instrumental in 

reporting the 'Land For Sale' notice whilst driving along Henfold Lane that led to RBKA buying and 

owning the Henfold Apiary site. Richard Danpure, less known to many members, never-the-less was a 

patient mentor to those that did know him and rather good at producing mead from his bees efforts.  All 

are sadly missed.   

During July, the opportunity presented itself to hold a long intended Summer Garden Party. During 

which, Audrey Gill's passion for mentoring beekeepers was celebrated by inviting widow John Gill to 

unveil complete sets of National and WBC hive equipment. Both bearing plaques in her name, and to be 

retained within the pavilion for demonstration purposes. 

The generous donations received by RBKA from the Lord Hanson Foundation over a number of years 

now, was also marked with the unveiling of a plaque by Gillian Ryan, on behalf of the Trustees of the 

Foundation; dedicating the newly constructed pergola in the grounds as the Lord Hanson Foundation 

Education Space. 

I also took the opportunity, on behalf of all members, to formally thank (again) Peter Moore and Nick 

Clark for the tremendous amount of time and effort they had put into managing the Henfold apiary 

grounds and structures. In addition to ongoing maintenance, their inputs this year include the building 

from scratch of the pergola ... even more impressive now with its growing cover of Virginia Creeper; and 

the renewal of the protective external paint covering of the pavilion ... that's all of the external wood 

surfaces of the pavilion! 

And I was delighted to be able to also formally thank Karen & Simon Ford for their time and dedication 

to the managing of not just the colonies of bees, but all the equipment and volunteering members 

essential at times ... especially during times when access to the apiary had to be carefully controlled.  

Your Officers and Committee Members 

I must also thank all the Officers and Committee members who have all contributed, whether through the 

execution of their often multiple roles, advice, guidance or simply support of each other, during the past 

year. As you will have noted from the AGM Agenda, Our Honorary Secretary of 10 years, Gill Simpson, 

is standing down from that role ... for a well deserved rest. Whilst being sorry to be loosing Gill's support 

in the management of meetings and the handling of the divisions administrating, Gill has undertake to 

remain as a Committee member for at least as much of the next year as her successor would find helpful 

in picking up the Hon Sec duties. A few months ago, in looking for potential successors to Gill, I was 

delighted that Liz Jackson was one member who at least offered to think about the role, and 

subsequently agreed to have her name put forward for election at the AGM.    

We will also be seeing Sue Hickson stepping down from the Membership Secretary role that she took 

over fully at the 2018 AGM. Sue, as a Committee Member, had previously initially shadowed and then 

shared the role with Mike Hill for a number of years until his anointment as our President. Since 2018, 



Sue has had the dubious pleasure of dealing with the progressive introduction of the ER2 membership 

data base and membership renewal system provided by BDI/BBKA.  

Again, I am delighted that in the notable absence of offers to pick up the role from beyond the current 

Committee membership, Simon Ford has undertaken to stand for the Officer role, whilst continuing with 

his Apiary Managers Coordinator role. And I am equally delighted that Sue has also undertaken to 

remain as a Committee member for as much of the year ahead as may be needed to help Simon pick up 

the reigns. Our membership numbers have held up well, despite the difficulties of access to actual 

beekeeping for our newer beekeepers without colonies of their own. 

When I last checked! … no other changes to the remaining Committee members who are all prepared to 

stand again at the AGM, and no one has been banging on the door to join us. Not that the door is closed, 

or that there is even a door. All offers from members of their being prepared to commit to picking up and 

running with a role, or project, or even single activity ... will always be welcomed and considered.  

I am very happy also that our multitasking Treasurer, Vince Gallo is prepared to stand again. Not that he 

wouldn't turn down any offers of help with that, or a number of the other roles he carries. RBKA's 

finances remain sound despite the unusual times we all found ourselves in.   

I too am prepared to stand again for the Chair, if you will have me. There are a number of projects that I 

am keen to see progressed and hopefully completed during the coming year, with help from others. 

• RBKA's Rules and Members Handbook review is now long overdue for completion and approval. 

Sue Hickson, freed from the day to day Membership Sec activities has offered to return to this 

task. 

• A fully branded RBKA presence at local shows and events is becoming closer. In conjunct in 

with Geoff Pye, our Shows Coordinator, printed gazebos and sales table display equipment and 

literature are being designed and sourced for role out asap during 2022. Geoff has been otherwise 

underwhelmed with show activity this year, with only four shows being attended during August 

and September by volunteer crews.  

• We also need to rebuild a team of members able to jar RBKA's stocks of honey as needed for 

events we attend. Perhaps not as frequently or in the quantity that we have needed to do this year 

to (nearly) clear our 2020 stock. But yes, we do have a modest stock of 2021 honey, courtesy of 

Richard Ramsden's management of the Brockham and Buckland apiaries.    

Making Good Use of What We Have  

The impressive facilities we now enjoy, and all the acts of dedication that help maintain them, do open 

unexpected doors. 

During the year, RBKA was able to host two externally run First Aider Qualifier courses open to 

members from all Surrey divisions. There are now 24 more beekeepers qualified as First Aiders in 

Surrey. 

And inspired by the running of the training courses, we received a generous donation from one of our 

members that is enabling the purchase of a defibrillator to be installed at Henfold. 

We have had a film crew (professional this time) on site recording content for an upcoming Children in 

Need edition of Antiques Road Trip. 

And finally, during September we were able to host the 2021 Surrey Honey Show; in normal times held 

at the Surrey County Show in Guildford during the May Bank holiday. The event was deemed a great 

success by the Surrey Show team, and it proved a tremendous success for Reigate. 

 



Honey Shows 

Not since 1978 has Reigate won Surrey's Vincent Challenge Cup for most points won by a division of 

SBKA. Of course, 58% of Reigate points were won by Trevor Keast, earning him the Surrey Composite 

Cup in the process. And along the way Trevor picked up the Ken Read Trophy for his 1st in the 'A Piece 

of Beeswax' class, and the Blue Ribbon for Best in Show being his Two Jars of Soft Set Honey. Not to be 

out done though, Frank Miszler entering into his very first Honey Show achieved a Highly Commended 

placing for his single jar of honey in the Novice Class. 

Emboldened by his achievement, the following month Frank submitted his honey into our own show, 

under Celia Perry's Show Secretaryship, and achieved a first! Frank is an inspiration to all members who 

have not yet tried their hand at entering into our Honey Show... or indeed any member who has not yet 

achieved a 1st place in any of our Honey classes ... not matter how many times of not quite making it to 

No1!  And Trevor's achievements are a masterclass of preparation and attention to detail.  

So having got this far into commenting about recent Honey Shows, as warned at the start of this round up 

of the year, I will just slip into 'next year'. Well done again to Trevor Keast for repeating his Surrey 

Show successes in our own RBKA Honey Show in October; winning the Reigate Cup, Redhill Cup, W-J 

Cup, Bramshaw Cup and Locket Bowl. Trevor then went on to the 2021 National Honey Show and lifted 

the Surrey W-J 1968 Cup. But I would have to say that for sheer spectacle, Mary Wynn's Big Bee did a 

lot of trumping. Still needing a proper name (suggestions please), Big Bee literally dominated its Class 

competition and won a 1st in the Open Design Class - Any Interesting or Instructive Exhibit, and it 

earned Mary the Morecroft Bowl to adorn her sideboard for a year.           

Epilogue 

At this point I really need to draw this 'summary' of the year to a close by wishing everyone (I am sure) a 

better time with their beekeeping during the next twelve months. And brief mentions for yet more 

members who been working away, often in the background, but not to be forgotten or overlooked... 

• Sue Scates for the lively and bright monthly editions of BeeNews 

• Keith Mackie, for managing the RBKA WhatsApp Group(s) and facilitating such a powerful and 

instant source of support and shared experience for members to tap into whenever and wherever.  

• Anna Slade and latterly Liz Jackson and Eva Dembinska ... and others for their frequent jar 

filling and labelling. 

• Neil Holden for establishing and managing local retail sales outlets to replace the absence of 

Summer Show sales, achieving retail sales of ~ £7000 to date during 2021. 

• Sue Moore for not only helping with providing our refreshments at many of our meetings ... but 

for keeping the long car park planter neat and under control. 

• Mary Wynn for persevering with the Mickleham apiary. 

• Peter Scroggs and the team for doing likewise at the Vigo apiary. 

I look forward to everyone's support in what the Officers, Committee Members and all Volunteering 

Members do in progressing the ongoing development of our facilities and the delivery of our key 

objectives of promoting and furthering the craft of beekeeping and of advancing the education of the 

public. And to enjoy what we are passionate about in the process. 

Our AGM is on Wednesday the 3rd November at Henfold. I look forward to welcoming as many as 

can attend ... and safely fit into the pavilion.  

Richard Bradfield 

Chairman 

26th October 2021 

mob: 07923 600266 

richard.d.bradfield@btinternet.com 


